
 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 9:00 am  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Microsoft Teams 

Seminar Title:  

Don’t Let Your Video Meetings Take a Step Backwards 

Seminar Topic:  

The ‘return to the office’ is the next big disruptor onto how we work. When working from home 

the remote meeting dynamics were quite strong where everyone is seen and heard 

equally.  Now that we prepare to return to work in a Hybrid Office new AV complexities 

arise.  Microsoft Teams Rooms means that Hybrid Meetings will continue to ensure all in-room 

attendees are seen and heard just like when they are participating at home. 

Presenter’s Name and Bio: 

Mike is responsible for Microsoft’s Teams Rooms Partner Channel strategy and execution in 

Canada.  He has over 20 years of experience driving growth within the technology sector 

including leadership Sales & Marketing roles in the IT and AV channels with success at 

Microsoft, Sharp Electronics, SYNNEX, InFocus, ViewSonic and Ingram Micro. Mike has multiple 

Microsoft certifications and has held CTS accreditation for Audio Visual specialization and has 

participated as a council member of Toronto Chapter of the Digital Signage Federation. 

 

 

 



 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar  
Time: Wednesday October 5th 10:00 am 

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street 

Company Name:   

Mersive Technologies Inc 

Seminar Title:  

The New Workplace Reality is Here 

Seminar Topic:  

The Office and Classroom as a Collaboration Destination 

How can technology best support the hybrid workplace? In this new model of working, 
personal choice will dictate where and how we work and collaborate with our colleagues 
and remote participants. What does this mean for our meeting spaces? What will 
change? Everything. 

The evolution of technology has led us to a point where vendor-locked room systems 
are no longer necessary or practical for how we meet and collaborate. The new era of 
collaboration will focus on the user experience, including enabling workers and students 
to use their own devices to drive and curate their entire meeting experience. 

Presenter’s Name and Bio   

Christopher Jaynes, Founder and CTO of Mersive Technologies 

Christopher Jaynes founded Mersive Technologies in 2006 and now serves as CTO. He received 
his Bachelor of Science degree with honors from the School of Computer Science at the 
University of Utah and went on to receive his doctoral degree at the University of 
Massachusetts, Amherst where he worked on artificial intelligence and human-computer 
interaction technologies. His work in academics and at Mersive has led to over 100 published 
scientific articles, over 20 patents, and the National Science Foundation CAREER award, which 
recognizes emerging leaders in their scientific field early in their career. In 2019, he was awarded 
the Ernst and Young Entrepreneur of the Year award for the Rocky Mountain region, recognizing 
his business and community leadership. 

https://thevisualist.mersive.com/
https://thevisualist.mersive.com/
https://www.mersive.com/podcasts/


 

 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 11:00 am  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name: 

Techni+Contact 

Seminar Title: 

 Networked AV technology for collaboration space 

Seminar Topic:  

Learning how to use technology in active learning space that combine AVoIP and web 
conferencing solutions supporting simultaneous collaboration for both in-person and remote-
participants in classroom, meeting space and courtroom environments. 

 

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

Daniel Beaulieu    

Combining 30 years of experience in the AV integration in corporate, education and 
government verticals and representing several manufactures in sales development at AMX 
Canada / Techni+Contact for the past 12 years. 

 



 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 1:00 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:   

Think Logical  

Seminar Title:  

How technology can solve complex connectivity challenges in classified command 

environments. 

Seminar Topic:  

See how the evolution in command environments has placed increased demands on users, 

technology and security. KVM Extension and Switching technology can solve many of these 

issues while increasing efficiency, flexibility, and lower total cost of ownership.  

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

Charlie Jamieson 

Mr. Jamieson has been delivering C4ISR solutions to the Canadian Military for over 40 years. His career 

spans 30 years in industry working with several of the larger integrators and a number of Small Medium 

Enterprises. He has been providing advisory services in the areas of market development, business 

development and project management for the past 12 years. 

A highly respected, client-focused executive with a broad base of experience in the Canadian Defence 

and Aerospace industry. Strong and intuitive business acumen provides an ability to assess and 

understand complex business issues and relationships. A solid track record of creating and building 

strong relationships with clients, partners and staff.  Clear, crisp, and direct communicator with strong 

leadership skills. Unflappable, tenacious and just doesn’t give up. A pragmatic and creative problem 

solver; “there is seldom a no, most often the issue is how”.  Adept at strategic thinking, and agile 

conversion to tactical action plans. 

 



 
 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 2:00 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Poly  (Formerly Polycom and Plantronics) 

Seminar Title:  

Meeting Equity in the Hybrid Workplace 

Seminar Topic:  

As employees return to the office, while some remain working from home, the dynamic of the 
UC meeting is changing.  Enabling employees to meet in the new post-covid office space has 
changed to include the concepts of meeting equity.  Allowing in-office employees to be seen 
and heard the same way a remote employee can, is becoming a driving factor in office meeting 
room enablement. 

Join Poly to learn how we are enabling meeting equity and high quality video and audio 
experiences across all work spaces and end user personas. 

Presenter’s Name and Bio: 

Kevin Birss is currently responsible for Poly Canada’s Channel business.  Poly’s most recent 
focus has been on driving a high quality video and audio experience to end users regardless of 
their work environment.  Kevin has been in the UC space for almost 30 years and has spent 
many years working with customers as a Consulting Architect in the UC space. 

 

 

 



 

 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 3:00 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Crestron 

Seminar Title:  

Evolution of AV Control 

Seminar Topic:  

Review of AV control – its beginnings to what current infrastructure can provide. Focus will be 
on what AV control should provide in terms of the environment for the end user as well as a 
review of current trends.  Whether the application is educational, institutional, or corporate – 
what the client can & should expect from AV control in their work environment. 

Presenter & Bio: 

Ernie Carnevale -  Crestron Regional Sales Manager, Commercial for Eastern Canada. He has 
been in the AV industry for 30 years – working for Canadian distributor White Radio and most 
recently for Kramer Canada for the past 14 years. He is well versed in all aspects of AV 
integration and applications. 



 

 

 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Wednesday October 5th 4:00 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name: 

Jabra 

Seminar Title: 

 Safety and Security in a Hybrid World: Promoting Sustainability  

Seminar Topic:  

The pandemic has impacted the way we think about work in innumerable ways. Remote and 
hybrid work have changed forever the conversation on where and when we can do our work 
and have fast-tracked the digital transformation across many organizations. However, 
cyberattacks and ransomware continue to pose a growing threat to organizations, governments, 
and educational institutions around the world. Join Jabra to discuss the Future of Hybrid 
Working and the importance of thought leadership tied to safety, security and sustainability in a 
hybrid working mode, for audio and video collaboration.  

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

James Greene is currently the Business Development Manager for Public Sector.  He has over 25 
years of experience in Strategic Planning, Account Development within Enterprise, Education 
and Government entities.   

He is a graduate of The University of New Mexico and currently resides in Phoenix, AZ. 

 
 



  

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Thursday October 6th 9:00 am  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

 

Company Name:  

Planar Systems Inc.  

Seminar Title:     

Selecting the Right Display 

Seminar Topic:  

How to choose the display that works best for various applications 

Presenter’s Name and Bio:   

Nick Hoxha is the Regional Sales Manager for Planar Systems for Eastern Canada.  He has been 

working at Planar since 2015 and has a great deal of expertise and knowledge when it comes to 

display technologies.   

 

 



 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Thursday October 6th 10:00 am  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Primacoustic 

Seminar Title:  

Acoustics Primer 

Seminar Topic:  

This presentation will discuss what acoustics are and the benefits of acoustically treating a 
space for intelligibility, comfort, privacy and productivity in a wide variety of applications. 

The talk will also cover basic terms, room evaluation, appropriate products and layouts. 

Also to be discussed: the differences between acoustic treatment, sound proofing and sound 
masking and how each complements one another. 

 

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

James Wright has worked in the acoustics industry for more than a decade and in that time has 
treated hundreds of spaces including: boardrooms, restaurants, brew pubs, wineries, 
classrooms, lecture halls, music rooms, arenas, recording studios, interview spaces and many 
other facilities. James has a degree in music and has performed, produced and engineered live 
and recording projects across North American and Europe. 



 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Thursday October 6th 11:00 am  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Intelligent Video Solutions 

Seminar Title:  

Audio and Video Live Observation and Recording 

Seminar Topic:  

Applications and Techniques for Live Observation and Review for Education and Interviews. 

When is a Live Video Recording solution the best solution? 

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

Name: David Owen 

Position: Channel Manager for Intelligent Video Solutions 

Bio: David Owen is a 36 year Audio Visual and security industry veteran, who has served 

integrators and customers as a sales representative, through the transition many video formats. 

Specializing in commercial camera technology, following the market from analog to digital, a 

hobby photographer, an avid fisherman, David currently provides knowledge and support in the 

Live Observation + Video Recording marketplace. 

 



 

 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time:  Thursday October 6th 1:00 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Shure Inc 

Seminar Title:  

Selection and Placement of Microphones for Video Conferencing 

Seminar Topic:  

Understanding how to choose microphones for today’s complex conference spaces can be 

confusing and daunting. While the microphone is only part of the much larger conferencing 

puzzle, it should be one of the first things to consider to enable intelligible conference audio. 

Join Ben Cook, Market Development for Shure in Canada, to learn more about the art of form 

and function when considering microphone choices that enable seamless conference audio 

 

Presenter’s Name and Bio 

Ben Cook has been in the audio industry for 25+ years. His love for music combined with his 

technical skills and interests led him to pursue a career in audio technology. Ben has worked at 

Shure for the past 5 years as a Market Development Specialist, educating and assisting 

customers in Canada and the US Midwest. When he’s not introducing exciting Shure products, 

you can find him playing golf and hockey, and spending time with his wife and 2 teenaged 

children. 



 

Ivan’s AV Tech Expo 2022 Seminar 

Time: Thursday October 6th 2:30 pm  

Location: Halifax Multi-Purpose Center 6210 Young Street  

Company Name:  

Microsoft Teams 

Seminar Title:  

Don’t Let Your Video Meetings Take a Step Backwards 

Seminar Topic:  

The ‘return to the office’ is the next big disruptor onto how we work. When working from home 

the remote meeting dynamics were quite strong where everyone is seen and heard 

equally.  Now that we prepare to return to work in a Hybrid Office new AV complexities 

arise.  Microsoft Teams Rooms means that Hybrid Meetings will continue to ensure all in-room 

attendees are seen and heard just like when they are participating at home. 

Presenter’s Name and Bio: 

Mike is responsible for Microsoft’s Teams Rooms Partner Channel strategy and execution in 

Canada.  He has over 20 years of experience driving growth within the technology sector 

including leadership Sales & Marketing roles in the IT and AV channels with success at 

Microsoft, Sharp Electronics, SYNNEX, InFocus, ViewSonic and Ingram Micro. Mike has multiple 

Microsoft certifications and has held CTS accreditation for Audio Visual specialization and has 

participated as a council member of Toronto Chapter of the Digital Signage Federation. 

 

 

 


